
Fine Art 
Learning tasks and activities for 

the Summer 2022

Creating your own landscape inspired drawing using lines only.

Task – To make x3 sketches using line only on paper (no larger than A4 size) by selecting and working from your own photographs of landscapes or images you have taken 
that are inspired by the natural environment.

Steps to Success: 

• Select 3 interesting landscape photographic images of your own. Look through your, or your families holiday photos to resource your summer project, images you have taken 
with your camera when you have visited different destinations locally, nationally or internationally. If you have no access to images that you want to use this opportunity to take 
new photos to inspire and resource your drawings.

• Identify and select x3 photographs to work from. Study the image/s carefully. 
• Look at the work of the artist’s shown in the PowerPoint, research their work and read about their life as an artist. Select a styles and techniques the artists have used that you 

like - Study how the artists have made their drawings from the landscape by applying different length, pace and direction of line, look at how the artists sketch 
and render groups of lines to form patterns of repeat lines in different parts of the surface of the paper to represent space, shapes, or forms in the landscape.

• Make drawings of your own that respond directly to the style, technique and materials the artists use in their drawings. Use one colour only for each drawing you produce.
• Use a different pen, pencil or colour for each drawing.
• Having selected your artist style, and your own photograph’s to work from you must try to work in that style to recreate your own images.
• You decide how many lines to add, you decide if you want to use a single colour other than black. Choose a different colour or tone or texture of paper if you wish, This will help 

bring variation and different contrasting finishes to each of your drawings. 
• Use brushes only with water colours or inks to produce your drawings if you like.

Extension task – try a further drawing or 2 on a small scale using colour and brushes only, or alternatively using felt pens and or ink pens only so you cannot rub out or erase your 
image. This will test your skills and make you consider every mark and line you place down. 

Learning Objective: To explore and make sketches using the
formal artistic element of line only in direct response to the
techniques of other historic or contemporary artists.

Suggested materials to use for your art work 
Pencil
Biro
Ink pens
Coloured pens
Coloured crayons
Charcoal
Drawing  inks
Water colours
brushes
ipad

Study the drawing techniques of the 4 artists 
shown in the 3 slides attached below. Reference 
and use these artists to directly inspire your own 
drawings for this summer task. 



Historic artists – Dutch artist - Vincent Van Gogh was deeply inspired by Japanese artists. He was inspired by the
graphic style, method and mastery of image making of artists like Hiroshige as shown above and to the right. Van
Gogh was famous for his production of rhythmic, methodical mark making techniques adapted and inspired by
Japanese art and artist of the 19th C. Van Gogh repeatedly sketched and recorded images directly from the
landscape to improve and refine his skills of observation and image making. See images attached above study the
images and choose a style and or technique that you like.

Hiroshige - Van Gogh – Hockney - Lewin

Historic artists - Van gogh
and Hiroshige.

Van Gogh
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Artists to inspire your own drawings



Artist - David Hockney: Hockney made art works in sequences all his life. He is a very adaptable artist. He uses
many traditional materials and new technologies to produce his images. He uses a diverse range of media to
produce drawings – he often uses pen and ink, pencils, the brush and ink or watercolour, and more recently
through the lens and the camera, and more recently through the eye pad. Essentially Hockney’s primary tool is
his eyes. He repeatedly recorded images in the form of drawing by making images by recording pictures through
careful and repetitive observation processes. See images attached above. Hockney was also inspired by Japanese
art and he was deeply inspired and influenced by Van gogh
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Modern and 
contemporary artist: 
David Hockney.

The 
sketches 
opposite 
are made 
by Hockney 
in Yorkshire
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Contemporary working artist - Paul Lewin – Lewin works and makes his drawings when he is walking and
exploring landscapes and natural environments in southern Ireland and the south west of England, in the
counties of Cornwall and Devon. He makes paintings and drawings constantly working in sequences all his life to
date. Lewin creates drawings in single materials and mixed media. He uses wet ad dry materials to produce his
images and he often makes paintings outdoors in front of the landscape. He works quickly and makes images
efficiently by arranging and applying groups of lines to tone and add a sense of dark, light and contrast in shape
and form in his images.
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Contemporary 
working Artist -
Paul Lewin
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